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BETTER GET READY 

 A very unique Bible Verse says: 

(Jer 8:20) - The harvest is past, the summer is ended, and we are 

not saved. 

 I am well aware of the dates on the calendar; and that Summer 

doesn’t officially START until June 21st; but, because of the 

seriousness of the hour in which we live, I did not want to wait until 

later to talk about this. 

 That is, in fact, what too many people do now – they wait; they 

put it off for another day; and they wait – and they wait – TOO LONG! 

 When seat belts were first being tested, then mandated, the 

military was one of the first agencies to be forced into using them – 

even though there was great opposition; we were given no choice. And 

the AP’s were charged with enforcing that; they were given no choice. 

My staff sergeant got stopped on a routine “are your seat belts 

buckled” stop; and he didn’t have his buckled. His explanation: “Well, I 

have them right here ready in case I need them”. (My first guess is 

that is why he made sergeant, being able to think on his “seat” like that 

– but my second guess is that is why he would make buck private soon – 

if he kept thinking on his “seat” like that). 

 That’s the way far too many people feel about Christianity – they 

feel they have Jesus right here handy – just in case they need Him – 

and they can snap their fingers, and He will come running!   



 But we all need to realize that Jesus is getting ready to return; 

and so many people are not getting ready for His Return. They are 

waiting on the “Summer being ended” and the signs all coming to a head 

– and then, they will get ready!  NOT! 

 I think this Verse was designed to show that the time of 

preparation for the harsh winter was over; and anything that was 

supposed to be done had better be done; because time was out, summer 

was ended, and winter was coming! 

 Gardens that were supposed to be out had better be out because 

there was no more time to put them up. Clothes and tents that needed 

to be mended had better be mended because there was no more time 

to mend.  Animals that had to be prepared for winter had better be 

prepared because there was no more time to get them prepared.   

 All of God’s “Nature” (not “Mother Nature” – pullease) knows this 

truth. Ants are used in Scripture as preparing for the winter that is 

surely coming. Bugs get their winter coats and sometimes, it is white 

for winter; bears, skunks, chipmunks, and bats find a place to 

hibernate; fish finish their spawning, and join with turtles and reptiles 

at the bottom of lakes and streams under rocks where the oxygen is 

more plentiful in colder water. Birds fly south, seals swim to safety, 

some animals change their diet to whatever is plentiful in winter, and 

others find a friend and huddle together in dens and tunnels. 

 Plants lose the leaves that needed to be fed from the 

underground root system, which can live while the above-ground parts 

go dormant; sugars that are stored as starches can be converted back 

to sugars for winter food.  

 God’s “Nature” knows this and gets ready on a physical level; man 



knows it too – but he, and he alone, knows the spiritual significance of 

“getting ready” for what is coming. 

 Television and motion pictures usually picture Christians as 

weirdoes; and preachers as money‑grubbing, women‑grabbing 

charlatans in clergy collars – and still sin is presented as FUN ‑  BUT 

SIN IS STILL WRONG! 

 Make sense? I think so! 


